
 

PRESS RELEASE 

Sindh Revenue Board 

 

This refers to a news report published in Daily Kawish on 17 July 2014 

under the caption "Sindh Revenue Board Aen PPHI Tarfan Audit Karaen Khan 

Inkar" (i.e. 'Refusal by Sindh Revenue Board and PPHI to Get Their Audit 

Conducted').  

It has been alleged in the report that Sindh Revenue Board (SRB) has 

refused to get audit of its funds conducted by the Directorate General Audit 

Sindh (DGAS). It has also been alleged that since its establishment in 2010, 

no audit of SRB has been conducted for the past four (4) years. 

Furthermore, it is alleged that so-called refusal of SRB is based upon the 

ground that it is an autonomous body and is not subject to audit. Finally, a 

serious allegation of possible irregularities in SRB funds has been leveled.  

It is hereby clarified that all of these allegations are not only out-rightly false 

and baseless but are also merely fictional and frivolous in nature. Sindh 

Revenue Board, being a modern, transparent and forthright organization, 

has never refused to get its audit conducted by the relevant authorities i.e. 

Director General Audit Sindh (DGAS). SRB has never taken the viewpoint 

that it is not subject to audit. This viewpoint has been wrongly attributed to 

SRB, and is merely an allegation that has no legs to stand.  

It is further clarified that regular audits of SRB have been conducted by 

DGAS each year. All expenditures made by Sindh Revenue Board since its 

inception have been scrutinized in detail and found to be flawless and as per 

law/rules by the relevant audits authorities, who have also issued Audit 

Completion Certificates to SRB. Since comprehensive audits of all 

funds/expenditures of SRB have been made, the question of the possibility 

of irregularities in SRB spending does not arise.  

It must be noted that decision to initiate audit cannot be made by SRB, 

rather it is the domain of the DGAS. On all occasions whenever it was 

decided by DGAS to conduct audit of SRB, the SRB not only fully assisted 



and cooperated with the audit authorities but also assigned top priory to it, 

for SRB believes that development and progress lies in transparency and 

forthrighteousness.  

It is also pertinent to mention here that since SRB collects sales tax on 

services within the province of Sindh, it has placed a system of revenue 

collection that is 100% automated. No cash handling of any sort in respect 

of revenue receipts is done at SRB. The taxpayers make payment of tax 

directly into Sindh Government head of account "B-02384 - Sindh Sales Tax 

on Service" through a Computerized Payment Receipt (CPRs).  

Given these fact, the aforesaid allegations seem to be an effort to malign the 

good name of a leading provincial department which has proven the case for 

provincial autonomy in financial matters by working wonders for the 

Government and the people of Sindh, having successfully achieved the 

targets of Rs. 25 billion, Rs. 32 billion and Rs. 42 billion for financial years 

2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14 respectively. 

Sindh Revenue Board (SRB) is a modern, progressive and transparent 

organization within the Government of Sindh, which has earned well-

deserved reputation for being a professional and transparent department 

from all segments of society, including taxpayers, businessmen, business 

association and international agencies like the World Bank.  

This clarification is issued in the better public interest, hence, it is requested 

that it may be published in equally conspicuous place in your newspaper so 

that the any misleading impressions that may have been created by the 

news report are clarified.  
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